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INTRODUCTION

• Internet of Things (IoT) is widely 
applied to social life applications

• If it cannot ensure the security 
of personal privacy, private 
information may be leaked
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WHAT IS AN 
IOT PLATFORM?

• Any IoT devices is to connect with other IoT 
devices and applications to relay information using 
internet transfer protocols

• The gap between the device sensors and data networks 
is filled by an IoT platform 

• There are many IoT platforms available now that 
provide option to deploy internet of things 
applications on the go.

IOT PLATFORMS

Amazon Web Services (AWS) IoT
• Registry for recognizing devices
• Software Development Kit for devices
• Device Shadows
• Secure Device Gateway
• Rules engine for inbound message evaluation

Microsoft Azure IoT
• Device shadowing
• A rules engine
• Identity registry
• Information monitoring

Google Cloud Platform
• Accelerate your Business
• Speed up your devices
• Cut Cost with Cloud Service.
• Partner Ecosystem

Artik
Cloud: Easy to use.
Modules: Built for performance and security.
Security: Protects from hacking.

FUNDAMENTALS OF 
IOT DEVICE 

MANAGEMENT

ONCE AN IOT 
DEVICE IN 
INSTALLED, IT IS 
NOT A “FIRE AND 
FORGET” 
SCENARIO.
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FOUR FUNDAMENTAL DEVICE MANAGEMENT 
REQUIREMENTS

Provisioning & 
authentication

Configuration & 
control

Monitoring & 
diagnostics

Software updates 
& maintenance

• Device authentication 
is the act of securely 
establishing the 
identity of the device 
to ensure that it can 
be trusted.

• your device will need 
to be further 
configured by the end 
user with attributes 
such as its name and 
location and 
application-specific 
settings

• Monitoring and 
diagnostics are vital 
to minimize the 
impact of any device 
downtime due to 
software bugs or 
other unforeseen 
operational problems.

• This is one of the 
most important 
aspects of device 
management – it is 
absolutely essential to 
securely update and 
maintain remote 
device software.

Configuration & 
control

Provisioning & 
authentication

Monitoring & 
diagnostics

Software updates & 
maintenance
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SECURITY OF 
IOT

• As more and more Internet-connected devices find 
their way into our homes and businesses, it’s important 
to remember that they represent a security risk.

• The IoT is growing rapidly, and the rush for 
convenience, our privacy and safety is often an 
afterthought.

• Leaving them unsecured is the digital equivalent of 
leaving the back door unlocked.

SECURITY ARCHITECTURE OF IOT

PERCEPTION LAYER

• Perception node

üSensors or controllers

• Perception network

üCommunicates with transportation network

• Security issues

ü RFID

ü WSN

ü RSN
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TRANSPORTATION LAYER

• Transportation layer mainly provides ubiquitous access 
environment for perception layer

• Access network 

ü WiFi Security Network

• Core network

ü Large # of node to access the Internet

• Local area network

ü Data leakage and server’s independent protection 
security 

APPLICATION LAYER 

• Application Support Layer 

ü Insecure data, service interruption, and attack 
issue

• IoT application 

üApplication layer security is application 
related, so its security issues cannot be 
solved in other IoT layer; i.e, Intelligent 
transportation, Smart home. 

IOTVS. TRADITIONAL NETWORK

IoT Traditional network

Composition RFID and WSN nodes PC, Server, Smart phone

Resource Limited Rich

Connection Slow, less secure wireless 
media

Fast, More secure wire or 
Wireless

Operating system No Window, Unix-like

Data formats Heterogeneous data 
formats 

Same
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TIPS TO SECURE IOT
DEVICES 

8 TIPS TO 
SECURE IOT 
DEVICES

Your devices unless you need toDon’t 
connect

A separate networkCreate

Good passwords and a different password for every 
devicePick

Universal Plug and PlayTurn off

Sure you have the latest firmwareMake

Wary of cloud servicesBe

Personal devices out of the workplaceKeep

DevicesTrack and 
assess

COGNITIVE SYSTEM
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Cognitive: Dealing 
with human – like 

intelligence 

System: multiple 
interacting 

components such 
as learning 

reasoning and 
memory

System that exhibit 
human level, 
human like 
intelligence 

through processes 
like learning, 

reasoning and 
memory 

PAST VS PRESENT OF COGNITIVE SYSTEM 
• Cognitive system of the past have operated in predictable 

environments using structured and uniform data to 
perform prescribed operation.

• Now, We have cognitive computing system which are 
much more adaptable and similar to a human brain can 
understand reason and learn.

• These system can read vast amounts of unstructured 
data and use it to spot connections and patterns in new 
ways offering insight into all kinds of human expression.

• Cognitive system are built on serval underling 
technologies.

NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING 

This system needs to understand human 
language in context as opposed to 

structured tables

This natural language processing pulls 
information from articles, research, 

reports, emails, tweets, even images and 
sounds to identify the significant grammar 
context and vocabulary that carry core 

meaning.
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MACHINE LEARNING 

A technique in which the 
system spots connections 
between a particular pattern 
and most likely outcomes. 

The system receives feedback 
from regular use, so it learns 
from every interaction each 
prediction it makes whether 
right or wrong is taken until, it 
can reliably spot the meaningful 
patterns through all the noise.

With this technologies, a 
cognitive system doesn’t offer 
one definitive answer instead it 
is designed to weigh the 
information and ideas from 
many sources to reason and 
then offer rationales for it 
conclusion

This makes it more then just a 
tool that enable you but a 
trusted advisor
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Thank You 


